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Abstract Open Science is a phenomenon that can be traced back to the Middle
Ages. In the end of the twentieth century and the beginning of the twenty-first cen-
tury, Open Science is strongly growing due to the worldwide internet and related new
technologies, tools and communication channels. Two core objectives (reliability and
trust) and three main characteristics (transparency, openness and reproducibility) of
Open Science can be identified but it is still too early for a broad definition of this
growingmovement. Its growth is happening inmany disciplines and in diverse facets.
This article presents an overview of how Open Science is introduced and established
in all three science dimensions of research design, processes and publications. For
the future, the benefits are analysed that Open Science is offering, as well as the
challenges that it is facing. It can be concluded that it is desirable that all researchers
collaborate in Open Science. Open Science can improve the different science dis-
ciplines, research practices and science in general. In that way, Open Science can
contribute to overcome the post-truth age through increasing objective and subjective
credibility of science and research. And in the long-term perspective, Open Science
can improve the whole research, education, as well as our society.
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2.1 Introduction

Open Science is claimed as radical social innovation (David, 2004a) and as a dis-
ruptive movement for Higher Education (Vicente-Saez & Martinez-Fuentes, 2018).
However, what is Open Science and how can it be used to radically change and
improve research, education and our society? This overview article provides an
introduction to the history of Open Science followed by an analysis of the current
state-of-the-art of Open Science and its characteristics.

2.2 History of Open Science

Open Science is a combination of objective and subjective goals to improve research
and science in general. David underlines that Open Science is “a fragile cultural
legacy ofWesternEurope’s history” (David, 2004a, 571)when he analyses the history
ofOpen Science back to its appearance during the late sixteenth and early seventeenth
centuries and the court patronage system of the late Renaissance Europe (David,
1998, 2004a, 2007). In the 17th century, the shift towards Open Science was visible
in public life and first science periodicals were published (Kronick, 1976). The first
science association was established: the Royal Society of London for Improving of
Natural Knowledge, founded in 1660 with a strong focus on openness and including
women indicating this shift, too (Willinsky, 2005). The basis for this appearance of
Open Science was a change in the opportunities, needs and demands by western
European feudalism and the fragmented and competing noble patrons (David, 1998,
2004a, 2007). The increasing importance ofmathematics formanydisciplines and the
spread of printingweremain factors for the Renaissance and the scientific revolution.
Scientistswere no longer interested in keeping the secrets of the nature in small circles
(like the alchemy continued to do) but to publish their scientific news: According
to the analysis of David (1998, 2004a, 2007), the “common agency contracting in
substitutes” (David 2004a, 582) by the noble patrons as the political authorities led to
the competition among the scientists. Innovations in technologies remained hidden
to obtain economical or military advantages so that only new scientific results could
be published and presented. Noble patrons engaged scientists to gain reputation
and scientists were interested to present their results in public to achieve better
contracts as most of them could not live from one single contract. That constituted
also the major progress that fragmented Western Europe could gain in comparison
with bigger monolithic politic systems such as the Heavenly Empire of China with
similar conditions but failing to introduce this successful concept of Open Science
(David, 1998, 2004a, 2007).

Science, in general, was evolving and increasing, also in the number of disci-
plines leading to specialized research, scientific communities and theories in the
twentieth century. How changes in science and scientific theories are taking place is
under controversial debate with threemain representatives: Popper (1959) believes in
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the progressive and cumulative increase of scientific knowledge, while Kuhn (1962)
postulates potential paradigm shifts in addition, whereas Feyerabend (1978) neglects
progressive and cumulative increase of scientific knowledge, as well as the existence
of universal methodological rules. In consequence, many science studies were under-
taken with different labels and schools of thoughts to analyse the past and future of
science. That includes the attempt to create a new discipline called the sociology
of science (David, 1998, 2004a, 2007). It is often based on the sociology of sci-
ence norms from “the Republic of Science” by Merton (1996, 1973) that can be
summarized by the four core aspects: communism, universalism, disinterestedness
and organized scepticism (also abbreviated as CUDO). Other scientists have revised
them:Macfarlane and Cheng (2008) added originality and shortened organized scep-
ticism to scepticism leading to the abbreviationCUDOSwhereas Ziman (1994, 2000)
has additionally changed communism to communalism. In general, the ambiguity
between science as a subject for research and science as a methodology used in the
research is causing confusion, at least in English leading to a variety of competing
classification systems (e.g., science vs. technology studies or formal vs. natural vs.
social sciences).

In the modern science of the twentieth century, Open Science is closely connected
with the emergence of open source and open access according to Willinsky (2005).
In the 1960s and 1970s, freedom dominated the academic world and science and any
software developed by scientists and engineers in academic, as well as in corporate
laboratories was freely shared, modified and re-used (von Hippel, 2005; Markoff,
2005). But only a few years later, the commercialization of Higher Education began
with a large impact, among others on the publication and access to research results,
too (Bok, 2003).

The open source movement started when Stallmann resigned his professorship
and left MIT due to its decision for licensing any newly developed computer code
leading to restrictions (Stallmann, 2005). He founded the Free Software Foundation
and formed theGNUGeneral Public License that quicklywas and still is used broadly
to release software as free products and code to be re-used by others. The confusion
that free software means (as the GNU GPL still allows to charge for distribution or
support of free software) led to the definition of the new term open source coined
by Peterson in the year 1998 (according to the Oxford English Dictionary, cited by
Willinsky, 2005).

Next to the commercialization of Higher Education (Czarnitzki, Grimpe & Pel-
lens, 2015; Shibayama, 2015), new general copyright rules and laws were devel-
oped and approved inside and outside of the academic world and science (David,
2004b). They are mainly intended to protect intellectual property rights (IPR) and
in particular economic interests of business and corporates. A major impact of them
is the complete turnaround of the default: Before their approval, everybody could
share and re-use any publication without a copyright statement. After their approval,
everybody can share and re-use only publications with an explicit open license that
allows sharing and re-usage. That led to confusion among researchers, as well as
educators and all citizens and to several manifestos, that were initiated and pub-
lished (Budapest Open Access Initiative, 2002; Berlin Declaration, 2003; Bethesda
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Statement, 2003). Furthermore, Creative Commons were established as an associ-
ation to develop global open licenses for different purposes. Currently, six licenses
are defined based upon four conditions: 1. Attribution (“by”), 2. ShareAlike (“sa”),
3. NonCommercial (“nc”) and 4. NoDerivates (“nd”).

A more narrow understanding of Open Science reallocates its origin in the emer-
gence of the term “Science 2.0” during the first years of this century,more precisely in
the later 2000s (Mirowski, 2018). In this perspective,OpenScience is a re-branding of
Science 2.0 by The New York Times (Lin, 2012) and the British Royal Society (2012)
in the year 2012. As a consequence, there was the appearance of many popular pub-
lications, white papers and policy documents, as well as of several institutions and
initiatives promoting Open Science, mainly in Northern America including a tele-
vision series (“The Crowd and the Cloud”, broadcasted by the channel PBS in the
year 2017 and funded by the American National Science Foundation) dedicated to
the “Open Science Price” (Mirowski, 2018).

2.3 Current State-of-the-Art of Open Science

This section will provide an overview of the current state-of-the-art of Open Science.
The Digital Age fosters new ways of communication and knowledge sharing that are
changing social processes and societies including science disciplines and institutions
(Peters & Roberts, 2012; Stracke, 2018a, b, 2017a, b, c).

Open Science is considered as a paradigm change that is challenging traditional
research to improve accuracy, trust and transparency through openness standards
facilitating replications (Makel & Plucker, 2017). It leads to a change of behaviours
in the publications, as well as in the research itself, what Vazire (2018) considers as
a credibility revolution.

2.3.1 Definition of Open Science

Open Science is a broad field with many divergent perspectives from different stake-
holders and thus, several definitions ofOpenScience exist (Vicente-Saez&Martinez-
Fuentes, 2018). Several stakeholder groups are not aware of this situation and the
lack of a common understanding and of a formal definition is identified (Arabito
& Pitrelli, 2015; European Commission, 2015; Kraker, Leony, Reinhardt & Beham,
2011; OECD, 2015). Manymovements of Open Science appeared in the last decades
and can be differentiated in several ways (Borgman, 2007). Fecher and Friesike
(2014) tried to distinguish five schools of thoughts (democratic, pragmatic, infras-
tructure, public and measurement) but these schools are overlapping and cannot be
differentiated clearly. Thus, I agree with the summary by Fecher and Friesike: “The
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assumed coherence in regard to Open Science still lacks empirical research” (Fecher
& Friesike, 2014, 36) and adds that the classification of Open Science requires deeper
analysis, too.

Based on their literature review, Vicente-Saez and Martinez-Fuentes (2018) have
clustered the collected studies into four categories to characterize Open Science:
transparent, accessible, shared and collaborative-developed. The integration of the
four characteristics leadsVicente-Saez andMartinez-Fuentes to the definition: “Open
Science is transparent and accessible knowledge that is shared and developed through
collaborative networks” (Vicente-Saez & Martinez-Fuentes, 2018, 434). However,
it remains questionable whether the sole focus on knowledge is covering a broad
range of perspectives. Therefore, it is maybe more promising to address the multiple
objectives ofOpenScience and to cover them throughabroaddefinition for a common
and clear understanding shared by all stakeholder groups. And I believe that it is still
too early for such a global definition of Open Science in this “turbulent yet exciting
time of transition” (Arabito&Pitrelli, 2015, 2) and it couldmaybe even be impossible
given the diverse perspectives (like it is the case with the term Open Education, see
Stracke (2019) and below).

In addition, the English language, in particular, and their terms and common
understandings are causing problems for Open Science and its definition based on
knowledge. First, the term knowledge has specific connotations and at least two
understandings in the English language as singularity as pointed out by Fecher and
Friesike (2014): There is a distinction “between knowledge creation that is concerned
with the rules of the natural world (science) and knowledge creation that is concerned
with the human condition (humanities)” (Fecher & Friesike, 2014, 4). Second, the
term science is not covering all scientific subjects and disciplines: It was contrasted
with humanities for a long time until Kagan was coining the new term three cultures
adding social sciences next to sciences and humanities (Kagan, 2009; Sidler, 2014).
This new distinction into three scientific sections makes it even more challenging
to use the term Open Science. Furthermore, I have already discussed above which
problems the term science is causing for the classification of disciplines. Thus, I
will continue using Open Science as an umbrella term embracing and referring to
all scientific subjects and disciplines, as well as different objectives and purposes
that can be objective (such as better formal reliability) and subjective (more trust in
research). A broad, and therefore, vague working definition could be (and will be
used in the following): Open Science is a combination of objective and subjective
goals and means to improve science in the diverse subjects and disciplines and as a
whole.

2.3.2 Objectives and Characteristics of Open Science

There are twomajor objectives ofOpenScience: first, higher reliability of the research
findings and second, greater trust in scientific research, both objectiveswith the inten-
tion to overcome the fake news from the post-truth age (Cook, Lloyd, Mellor, Nosek
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Fig. 2.1 The two objectives of Open Science: reliability and trust

& Therrien, 2018; Higgins, 2016). These two objectives are complementary and
directly interrelated: Reliability provides objective credibility due to formal correct-
ness and reproducibility and trust leads to subjective credibility due to individual
confidence building (Fig. 2.1).

Consequently, two main characteristics of Open Science are transparency and
openness that have to cover the whole research process from the design until the
critical review after publication (Miguel et al., 2014; Nosek & Bar-Anan, 2012;
Nosek et al., 2015). Transparency is a core value of science for credibility and is
required to maximize insights, peer evaluation and evidences (Cook et al., 2018).
Openness includes the sharing of research materials and data to facilitate their better
understanding, verification, improvement and re-usage (Miguel et al., 2014; Molloy,
2011).

A third main characteristic of Open Science is reproducibility: Reproducibility
indicates how robust and repeatable research findings are and includes the potential
replicability (Goodman, Fanelli & Ioannidis, 2016; Nosek & Errington, 2017). Next
to the research methods, reproducibility addresses the influence of decisions during
the data analysis (e.g., on outliers and covariates) for consistent findings by different
researchers, too (LeBel, McCarthy, Earp, Elson & Vanpaemel, 2018; Silberzahn
et al., 2017). However, I agree with Goodman et al. (2016) that it is still unclear
how reproducibility relates and leads to the development of cumulative evidence and
commonly accepted truth in the research community. Overall, the research evidences
from Open Science are considered more reliable and valid due to their increase of
transparency, openness and reproducibility (Cook et al., 2018; Nosek et al., 2015).

Another core argument in favour of Open Science is that it enhances the trust-
worthiness of the research findings: Trustworthiness means to which extent research
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methods and data and the resulting findings can be called reliable and valid rep-
resentations of the reality (Carnine, 1997; Odom et al., 2005). In this perspective,
trustworthiness contributes directly to the first objective of Open Science (i.e., higher
reliability andvalidity).And in the long-termview, it should support the secondobjec-
tive of Open Science (i.e., greater trust and confidence in research) by convincing
both, the researchers, as well as the citizens and the whole society. This way, Open
Science could play an important role to overcome fake news and to build a societal
consensus and knowledge community.

2.3.3 Open Science in Scientific Research and Dimensions

Open Science is strongly growing currently and the term is used to describe many
different concepts, means and practices across the whole science. Next to the com-
mercialization of (higher) education, more problems were appearing in scientific
practices and publications during the last decades (Chambers, Feredoes, Muthuku-
maraswamy & Etchells, 2014; Cook et al., 2018). There are also general concerns
about whether science is self-correcting and that the progress of research is uneven
(Shavelson & Towne, 2002).

Contrary interests of researchers against Open Science are secrecy, particular-
ism, self-interestedness and organized dogmatism (Anderson, Ronning, DeVries &
Martinson, 2007). They were first discovered by Mitroff (1974) through interviews
with elite scientists from the Apollo lunar missions who conducted research in direct
contradiction to the Merton’s norms. The connected problems of pressures for pub-
lications and funding acquisition are demanding for researchers and under broad
discussion (Casadevall & Fang, 2012; Giner-Sorolla, 2012; Gunsalus & Robinson,
2018; Nosek, Spies & Motyl, 2012).

In addition, it is proven that researchers have great freedom tomanipulate research
analysis and findings to achieve the most attractive and interesting results for easy
publication and best recognition (Simmons, Nelson & Simohnson, 2011; Wicherts
et al., 2016). Normally, researchers do not falsify data as it would be accused as
scientific misconduct but several manipulations can easily be conducted and are
reported as research practices such as data fishing and p-hacking (see https://projects.
fivethirtyeight.com/phacking for an interactive demonstration), hypothesizing after
results are known (called HARKing), and selectively reporting analyses and pub-
lishing studies with positive results labelled as reporting and publication bias (John,
Loewenstein & Prelec, 2012; Simmons et al., 2011; Cook et al., 2018).

Replication studies are not often practiced and resulting in failures for the valida-
tion of the original findings (Camerer et al., 2016; Ebersole et al., 2016; Klein et al.,
2014; Open Science Collaboration, 2015). One first major replication study tried
to repeat 100 studies in psychology with 97 significant findings and could validate
only 36 of them (Open Science Collaboration, 2015). That does not mean that the
conclusions of the other studies were false-positive but that the reproducibility is

https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/phacking
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more difficult than normally estimated and may lead to more cautious statements on
research results (Randall & Welser, 2018).

The general idea behind Open Science including its concept of replication is the
common sharing, analysis, peer-reviewing and evaluation of research and its results.
Therefore, the Open Access to the research, its design, its data, its results and its
publications is very important for Open Science. There are many types of Open
Access (OA) that can be differentiated according to their availabilities and costs
(Piwowar et al., 2018): They range from Libre OA (reading and re-usage of articles),
Gratis OA (only reading of articles), Gold OA (journals with direct OA), Green
OA (journals with permission of self-archiving), Hybrid OA (OA after paying an
article processing charge), Delayed OA (OA after embargo time), Academic Social
Networks (online communities) to BlackOA (illegal pirate sites). To give researchers
(as well as any other interested parties such as educators and learning providers) a
better overview of what they can do with the OA publications, licenses such as
Creative Commons (see above) were developed for different purposes.

Furthermore, Open badges can support the introduction of Open Science and
Open Access as reported by Kidwell et al. (2016): Psychological Science was the
first journal using open badges for marking articles following principles of Open
Science and the number of articles with open data has increased from 3% (the two
years before adopting open badges) up to 39% (1.5 years after adopting open badges).
However, it remains questionable whether this increase is caused by the badges or
maybe by the general increase of open access publications.

More directly and evidently, Open Science and Open Access can benefit from
public authorities and policy developers. Taxpayers, respectively, the politicians on
behalf of them and funding donors are increasingly demanding for Open Access of
supported and funded research results such as the EuropeanCommission and national
Ministries of Education like the Dutch one. In that way, research councils can play an
important role in the establishment of future policies and practices of Open Science
(Lasthiotakis, Kretz & Sá, 2015).

In addition, Open Science is focusing collaborative research in different
approaches: First examples of collaborative research in Open Sciences are: the
HumanGenome Project that was open for expert organizations, the Polymath Project
that asked for contributions from experts and senior researchers and the Galaxy Zoo
that all citizens could join (Fecher & Friesike, 2014). In addition, the technological
progress in distributed computing led to Open Science examples such as the Open
Science Grid (Fecher & Friesike, 2014).

Open Science is already discussed and introduced in many different disciplines as
identified and highlighted by van der Zee and Reich (2018): There are first examples
of disciplines in social sciences such as criminology (Pridemore, Makel & Plucker,
2017) and sex research (Sakaluk & Graham, 2018), whereas the discussion is just
starting in humanities, see, e.g., open science education (van der Zee & Reich, 2018;
Stracke, 2019), while Open Science is practiced in many disciplines of (natural
and formal) sciences such as animal welfare (Wicherts, 2017), biomedicine (Page
et al., 2018), climate research (Muster, 2018), energy efficiency (Huebner et al.,
2017), hardware development (Dosemagen, Liboiron &Molloy, 2017), high-energy
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TQM Open Science Open Education

Fig. 2.2 Three dimensions of TQM and their adaptations to Open Science and Open Education

physics (Hecker, 2017), information science (Sandy et al., 2017), mass spectrometry
(Schymanski & Williams, 2017), neuroscience (Poupon, Seyller & Rouleau, 2017)
and robotics (Mondada, 2017).

Finally, Open Science is covering all dimensions and processes of scientific
research from first idea development until the final revision and improvement of
published results. To ensure such a broad focus and to constantly increase the sci-
entific knowledge, Open Science can and should adapt and follow the philosophy
of Total Quality Management (TQM) and its continuous improvement cycle (Juran,
1951, 1992;Deming, 1982, 1986; Stracke, 2011). TheTQMphilosophy distinguishes
between the potential, the processes and the results as the three dimensions to be
continuously evaluated and improved in iterative cycles (Stracke, 2006, 2014).

These three dimensions of TQMwere transferred first to the health care sector by
Donabedian (1980) and afterward to the education sector by Stracke (2006, 2015).
They can also be adapted to science by differentiating the three dimensions of the
research design, the research processes and the research publications as shown in
Fig. 2.2. In the following, a short overview of the current practices of Open Science
will be provided to present its variety and main focus today.

2.3.4 Openness in Scientific Design, Research
and Publications

Open Science is combining and promoting different concepts, means and practices
for all three science dimensions, sometimes introducing radical solutions. In the
following, only a few examples can be highlighted that are consequently changing
the way how science design, research and publications are realized.

First, Open Science is promoting Open Data to share data for their potential
re-usage: The practices of data sharing are different across research communities
and sometimes even within research communities (Borgman, 2012). Data should be
open instead of free (as in “free beer” - or open, as well as free) as open data allow
independent re-usage (Murray-Rust, 2008). It has to be noted that the importance
and need for open data depends on the discipline (Fecher & Friesike, 2014). Thus,
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the question arises whether open data should be stored and accessible in general or
in domain-specific repositories (Cook et al., 2018). That leads to discussions on data
sharing that can be tipped only on the surface (like an iceberg):

The journalAdvances in Methods and Practices in Psychological Science presents
in its inaugural issue guiding principles in data sharing, primers, as well as discus-
sion about sharing data that might contain sensitive information (Gilmore, Kennedy
& Adolph, 2018; Levenstein & Lyle, 2018; Meyer, 2018). Guidelines (e.g., Inter-
University Consortium for Political and Social Research, 2012) are available to assist
researchers in formatting a variety of data types, including qualitative and quanti-
tative, for their sharing. And an open and lively debate is also whether researchers
or publishers are responsible (or guilty) for (not) sharing their data Murray-Rust
(2008), Molloy (2011), Vision (2010), Boulton, Rawlins, Vallance and Walport
(2011), Fecher and Friesike (2014). Wilkinson et al. (2016) recommend for shar-
ing of data that researchers should follow their proposed “FAIR” principles to make
data: findable, accessible, interoperable and reusable.

Second, Open Science is also requesting the public announcement and discussion
of future research and its results that includes diverse options such as preregistration
of research plans and questions, preprints of interim or final drafts of research results
and publications and registered reports as a combination of both, the research design
and the discussion of the results. Registered reports are splitting the traditional peer
review of articles that are undertaken for the publication into two stages: the peer
review of the research design before conducting the research and the peer review
after the data analysis (Chambers et al., 2014). The Lancet was the first journal that
introduced a prototype of registered reports, called “protocol review”, in the year
1997 (Horton, 1997) that was ceased after revision in the year 2015 (Chambers,
2019): The editors noted the greater importance of open access to research protocols
and encouraged the authors to publish on own institutional websites for general
openness (The Lancet, 2015). Registered reports were introduced first in 2013 by the
journal Cortex and in parallel with a related format at Perspectives on Psychological
Science (Nosek & Lakens, 2014; Chambers, 2019). The number of journals offering
registered reports increased quickly up to 108 in June 2018 and 207 in October 2019
(see the current list of journals on: https://cos.io/rr). Open questions and concerns
about registered reports are answered by Chambers et al. (2014).

2.4 The Future for Open Science

Open Science can be traced back to the Middle Ages and is currently growing and
entering the stage in many disciplines as introduced above. That is happening, in
particular, due to the opportunities that worldwide internet and new technologies,
tools and communication channels are offering. In the current second decade of the
twenty-first century, science is facing the beginning of a post-truth age (Higgins,

https://cos.io/rr
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2016): This development causes a lot of issues and concerns such as fake news and
general denial of sciences and scientific facts. In the following, an overview will be
presented howOpen Science can evolve in the future and can contribute to overcome
the post-truth age.

2.4.1 Benefits of Open Science

The future of Open Science depends on the facilitated benefits and on the problems
and needs of researchers that Open Science can solve. Therefore, the following
overview of the benefits of Open Science focuses on its support for the individual
researchers and the whole science, too.

McKiernan et al. (2016) postulate that Open Science supports researchers to suc-
ceed by offering several benefits such as higher citations and recognition what is
seconded by several authors (Dorch, 2012; Henneken &Accomazzi, 2011; Piwowar,
Day & Fridsma, 2007; Piwowar & Vision, 2013). Three general benefits of Open
Science are reported by Allen and Mehler (2019): First, greater faith in research,
second, new helpful science systems and third, investment in the own future for
researchers. Nosek et al. (2015) propose eight standards with three levels for pro-
moting Open Science and its openness in research and science: two standards for
rewarding authors, four standards for the scientific process and its reproducibility
and two standards for values from preregistration.

In particular, Open Science and registered reports (RRs) are offering specific ben-
efits (Cook et al., 2018). Registered reports enablemore publications of null findings:
Allen andMehler (2019) have compared registered reports against traditional studies
and found that they publish more null findings. Research studies with null findings
are important for the scientific progress and avoid duplications of studies but are not
often reported and published or not even submitted due to reporting and publication
bias, in particular, in social sciences (Fanelli, 2010; Sterling, 1959, Cook&Therrien,
2017; Therrien & Cook, 2018; Franco, Malhotra & Simonovits, 2014; Greenwald,
1975). Furthermore, journals are often not accepting null findings leading to research
evidences and literature basis that are exaggerating false-positive findings or positive
effects (Ferguson & Heene, 2012; Ioannidis, 2012; Munafo et al., 2017).

In addition, Open Access is a necessity and an instrument to overcome the
inequities among researchers and institutions in financial positions, among coun-
tries with different levels of developments and in general among all citizens from
our global society. Several authors have analysed these inequities from different per-
spectives (Fecher & Friesike, 2014): Phelps, Fox andMarincola (2012) highlight the
role of Open Access for the development of individual researchers, as well as of the
society, through the broadest possible dissemination. Rufai, Gul and Shah (2012) in
their study on library and information science recommend low-income countries to
adopt Open Access. Cribb and Sari (2010) have stated the difference between the
creation and sharing of research results: They conclude that while every five years
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the scientific knowledge doubles, the access to it remains limited in most cases. I
agree with them that Open Access to scientific knowledge is a human right: It has to
be tackled by the researcher, research institutions, funding bodies, public authorities
and the whole society.

2.4.2 Challenges for Open Science

Three general challenges of Open Science are identified by Allen and Mehler (2019)
when practicing Open Science: First, the restrictions on flexibility, second, the costs
of (additional) time required for Open Science and third, the lack of an incentive
structure. Furthermore, there are manymore challenges for Open Science at different
levels from which only two examples are selected to highlight the questions to be
addressed and answered by Open Science.

First and at the general level, the opportunity for replication as encouraged and
requested by Open Science can also cause a constraint on generality (Simons, Shoda
&Lindsay, 2017). That is a substantial and generic question that is not easy to answer.
The situation in (social) science has slowly enhanced since the rhetoric questioning of
replications by Schmidt (2009). On the other hand, Simmons, Nelson and Simonsohn
could prove the huge flexibility of the researcher when analysing data, often leading
to unpredictable and non-replicable results (Simmons et al., 2011). Furthermore,
meta-research has shown that most studies are still not fulfilling the requirements
and standards of Open Science including the opportunity for replication even if they
are claiming to do it (Nuijten, Hartgerink, van Assen, Epskamp & Wicherts, 2016).

Second and at the analysis level, Open Science has to deal with the same chal-
lenges as traditional research that became evident with the discussion in the year
2017 about the right level for statistical significance: Benjamin et al. (2017) pro-
posed p < 0.005 (instead of p < 0.05) as a new level for better reproducibility and
more accurate communication. In direct replicas, Lakens et al. (2017) recommend
to avoid the term statistical significance and the use of standardized thresholds for
p-values whereas McShane, Gal, Gelman, Robert and Tackett (2017) demands to
abandon the importance of null hypothesis significance testing (NHST) and of sta-
tistical significance and its levels in general. This discussion demonstrates, on the
other hand, a big advantage of Open Science. Researchers can quickly read preprints
and answer them in the same way leading to a strong and lively community. Thus,
Open Science offers new communication channels that avoid the waiting for review
processes and facilitate more and direct responses.
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2.5 Open Science and Openness in Education

Our society is entering a post-truth age causing a lot of issues and concerns as
introduced above. That is happening in science, as well as in education and quantifies
the size of the problems. Open Science education is considered to enable a change
(van der Zee & Reich, 2018; Stracke, 2019). Open Science education can mean
both: First, the education for introducing Open Science as subject (i.e., theories
and practices of Open Science as an educational topic) and second, Open Education
adapting and followingOpenScience principles (i.e., learningprocesses as innovative
(pedagogical) methodologies). For the adaptation of Open Science, nine different
dimensions of openness were defined and clustered in three dimensions (visionary,
operational and legal) and applied to Open Education by Stracke (2017a, b, c). In
special education, Cook et al. (2018) have requested to apply Open Science and
related practices to advance the quality of research, as well as the future policies and
practices and McBee, Makel, Peters and Matthews (2018) called for the same action
in gifted education.

In his meta-analysis of meta-analysis studies, Hattie (2008), however, has proven
that most studies claiming scientific and evidence-based results could not be verified
and validated. The debate on the relevance and importance of these findings has
just started in educational research and community. During the last four years, many
educators and community organizations have collaborated to opening up education
and its research. Under the leadership of the Slovenian government, the first draft for
a UNESCO Recommendation on Open Education and Open Educational Resources
(2019a) was developed and discussed in open consultations. Only three weeks ago
(on 25th of November 2019), the 40th General Conference of UNESCO has adopted
in global consensus the UNESCO Recommendation on Open Education and Open
Educational Resources (2019b). It is a milestone as it is UNESCO’s very first bind-
ing recommendation in the fields of Open Education and it requires annual progress
reporting by all 193 UNESCO member states. I hope that it will be a glorious land-
mark and guide for the future of Open Education leading to a fundamental change
in global learning and education for all.

2.6 Conclusions and Outlook

Open Science is a current phenomenon that can be traced back to theMiddleAges. Its
growth is happening in many disciplines and in diverse facets in particular due to the
worldwide internet and related new technologies, tools and communication channels.
In the future, it is desirable that all researchers collaborate in Open Science to realize
its benefits. The three main characteristics of Open Science (transparency, openness
and reproducibility) strengthen science leading to the two core objectives of Open
Science: more objective credibility due to increased (formal) reliability and more
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subjective credibility due to increased (personal) trust. In this way, Open Science
can contribute and facilitate to overcome the post-truth age.

Therefore, all researchers should ensure thatOpenScience is introduced and estab-
lished in all three science dimensions of research design, processes and publications.
In consequence, Open Science can improve further development, recognition, repu-
tation and progress of the different science disciplines, research practices and science
in general. And in the long-term perspective, Open Science can and hopefully will
improve the whole research, education, as well as our society.
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